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ABSTRACT
We present accurate photometric redshifts for galaxies observed by the Cluster Lens-
ing and Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH). CLASH observed 25 massive galaxy
cluster cores with the Hubble Space Telescope in 16 filters spanning 0.2 - 1.7 µm. Pho-
tometry in such crowded fields is challenging. Compared to our previously released cat-
alogs, we make several improvements to the photometry, including smaller apertures,
ICL subtraction, PSF matching, and empirically measured uncertainties. We further
improve the Bayesian Photometric Redshift (BPZ) estimates by adding a redder ellip-
tical template and by inflating the photometric uncertainties of the brightest galaxies.
The resulting photometric redshift accuracies are dz/(1+z) ∼ 0.8%, 1.0%, and 2.0%
for galaxies with I-band F814W AB magnitudes < 18, 20, and 23, respectively. These
results are consistent with our expectations. They improve on our previously reported
accuracies by a factor of 4 at the bright end and a factor of 2 at the faint end. Our new
catalog includes 1257 spectroscopic redshifts, including 382 confirmed cluster mem-
bers. We also provide stellar mass estimates. Finally, we include lensing magnification
estimates of background galaxies based on our public lens models. Our new catalog
of all 25 CLASH clusters is available via MAST. The analysis techniques developed
here will be useful in other surveys of crowded fields, including the Frontier Fields and
surveys carried out with J-PAS and JWST.
Key words: photometric redshifts - photometric apertures: cosmological surveys -
cluster galaxies: red sequence - galaxies: templates - galaxies: spectroscopic redshifts
1 INTRODUCTION
The Cluster Lensing And Supernovae survey with Hubble
(CLASH1, Postman et al. (2012a), hereafter P12) is a Multi-
Cycle Treasury programme awarded with 524 HST orbits
to image the cores of 25 massive galaxy clusters at interme-
diate redshifts (0.1<z<0.9). The cluster selection includes
20 X-ray selected dynamically-relaxed systems plus 5 ad-
1 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/
ditional specifically-selected strong lensing clusters. CLASH
has combined the high spatial-resolution imaging from Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST) with a 16-band filter system opti-
mized for photometric redshift estimations (4 WFC3/UVIS
+ 5 WFC3/IR + 7 ACS/WFC) and a typical photomet-
ric depth of 20 orbits per cluster. The combination of these
three elements has made the CLASH survey an unprece-
dented legacy dataset.
Starting in 2010, CLASH has successfully achieved most
of its main science goals: 1. Measuring the profiles and sub-
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structures of Dark Matter (DM) in galaxy clusters with
unprecedented precision and resolution (Zitrin et al. 2011;
Umetsu et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2012; Zitrin et al. 2012; Lemze
et al. 2012; Umetsu 2013; Medezinski et al. 2013; Zitrin et
al. 2013; Eichner et al. 2013; Umetsu et al. 2014; Grillo et al.
2014; Meneghetti et al. 2014; Merten et al. 2015; Zitrin et al.
2015; Umetsu et al. 2016; among others), 2. Detecting and
characterizing some of the most distant galaxies yet discov-
ered at z>7 (Zheng et al. 2012; Bradley et al. 2012; Zitrin
et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2013; Balestra et al. 2013; Bouwens
et al. 2014; Monna et al. 2014; Bradley et al. 2014; Pirzkal
et al. 2015), 3. Detecting Type-Ia supernovae (SNe-Ia) out
to redshift z∼2.5 to measure the time dependence of the
dark energy equation of state and potential evolutionary ef-
fects in the SNe themselves (Rodney et al. 2012; Jones et
al. 2013; Graur et al. 2014; Patel et al. 2014; Strolger et
al. 2015; Rodney et al. 2016) and 4. Studying the inter-
nal structure and evolution of the galaxies in and behind
these clusters (Postman et al. 2012a; Biviano et al. 2013;
Annunziatella et al. 2014; Sartoris et al. 2014; Presotto et
al. 2014; Grillo et al. 2015; Donahue et al. 2015; Girardi et
al. 2015; Fogarty et al. 2015; Caminha et al. 2016; Annunzi-
atella et al. 2016; Donahue et al. 2016; Balestra et al. 2016;
Maier et al. 2016; Pizzuti et al. 2016) in combination with a
spectroscopic follow-up provided by the CLASH-VLT Large
Programme (Rosati et al. 2014) and wide-field deep multi-
band (ugriz) ground-based Subaru/Suprime-Cam imaging
(Umetsu et al. 2012, Umetsu et al. 2014).
However, questions remain regarding the photometric
redshifts: 1. to understand the unexpected underperfor-
mance of the CLASH photo-z and 2. the acquisition of a
complete and reliable photo-z catalogue for cluster galaxies
in the CLASH fields. As explained in P12, based on simula-
tions of the CLASH filters and exposure times, the photo-z
performance was expected to be δz∼0.02(1+zs) for 80% of
objects with magnitudes F775W<26 AB. Although compa-
rable results have been achieved by similar multi-band pho-
tometric surveys (ALHAMBRA; Moles et al. 2008; Molino et
al. 2014), the predictions stated in P12 were in disagreement
with the results presented in Jouvel et al. (2014) (hereafter
J14) by almost a factor of 2 (i.e., δz∼0.04(1+zs)). As em-
phasized in that paper, although not as precise as originally
expected, a ∼4% precision for the CLASH photo-z may have
a subdominant effect on the mass modeling when compared
to the uncertainties associated with lensing by large-scale
structure along the line of sight, supporting the reliability
of conducting such analysis.
As discussed through this work, standard aperture pho-
tometry on massive cluster fields does not provide as accu-
rate photometric redshifts as expected from field galaxy sim-
ulations, where the only source of uncertainty is assumed to
be the photometric noise from images. Unlike field samples
where galaxies are mostly isolated (apart from pairs, merg-
ing systems or projected neighbors) over an almost flat back-
ground, galaxies in the cores of massive cluster fields are im-
mersed in a fluctuating background signal mainly dominated
by the brightness of the Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs)
and the Intra-Cluster-Light (ICL). In deep images of very
massive galaxy clusters, as the ones acquired for CLASH,
this additional signal (BCG+ICL, hereafter BCL) becomes
noticeable and if not properly removed from the images (or
Figure 1. Example of the typical ICL+Background signal con-
taminating the colors of the galaxies in the F160W/NIR image
within the cluster Abell-383 (zs=0.187).
included in the simulations as an additional uncertainty),
it disrupts the real color of galaxies deteriorating the ex-
pected performance of photometric redshifts. As the BCL
emission is (generally) dominating and (typically) inhomo-
geneous, the background estimation on images becomes a
non-trivial task. This BCL light varies spatially across the
image showing both small- and large-scale structure. This
fact complicates its modeling and subtraction since very
smooth-maps may not account for the signal between close
galaxies and highly resolved-maps may over-subtract light
from the brightest galaxies. An example of the BCL signal
for the galaxy cluster Abell-383 (zs = 0.187) is shown in
Figure 1.
From a practical point of view when performing aper-
ture photometry, once the sources are detected and their
corresponding apertures defined, all remaining pixels on an
image are automatically assumed to make part of the back-
ground. For the case of the CLASH observations, the BCL
signal may well be spread over the entire HST/WFC3 Field-
of-View (FoV∼1’) contaminating a significant fraction of the
pixels used to define the sky-level in images. The intensity
of this BCL emission increases with wavelength. Therefore,
depending on the properties of a specific cluster and the
particular passbands it has observed, photometric colors of
galaxies embedded in these halos may turn automatically
biased. Whereas for the HST/ACS filters in the CLASH im-
ages this effect is moderate (but not negligible), in the NIR it
becomes especially significant causing an asymmetric noise
distribution (with a long tail) toward positive values. This
asymmetric excessed-signal, which cannot be explained by
any instrumental background, corresponds to the BCL. If
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not removed from images, it must be considered as an ad-
ditional source of noise (uncertainty) when estimating ex-
pected fluxes from galaxies.
Based on all the aforementioned facts, the final observed
magnitude (mi) of a given galaxy in the i
th passband on a
particular CLASH field, needs to be described as:
mi = m
o
i + δm
RMS
i + δm
BCL
i (1)
where moi represents the real flux of the galaxy, δm
RMS
i
the additional instrumental noise (depending on the total
exposure time and filter response) and δmBCLi to the (ad-
ditional) signal from the BCL (depending on each cluster
and passband). Not including this additional source of un-
certainty when predicting photo-z performance may lead to
a severe overestimation of the real photo-z depth of any sur-
vey. In this work we suggest an approach to minimize the
impact of the BCL signal on our images improving the over-
all photometry of cluster galaxies.
Another intervening problem when performing photom-
etry on dense environments concerns the detection of faint
sources. As already seen in Figure 1, innermost regions of
massive clusters are strongly dominated by the BCL emis-
sion. In certain cases, this signal may be so intense that
small and faint galaxies can be completely undetected by
SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). This effect is illus-
trated in Figure 2 where a sample of galaxies from the Ul-
tra Deep Field (UDF; Beckwith et al. 2006) are injected in
a CLASH image and the fraction of extracted galaxies by
SExtractor is compared when the BCL signal is removed
or not. As expected, when the BCL signal is not subtracted
(red circles) from images the fraction of retrieved galaxies is
significantly smaller than the case when this BCL signal is
model and removed (blue circles). Since a large fraction of
faint (magnified) galaxies are present in these clusters, this
artificial selection effect needs to be seriously considered and
fixed. Otherwise, estimations such as luminosity functions
for high-z galaxies may be biased as noted in analyses of
Frontier Fields clusters (e.g., Oesch et al. 2015; Livermore,
Finkelstein, & Lotz 2016; Bouwens et al. 2016).
There exists another problem when performing
aperture-matched photometry over large wavelength ranges.
For the particular case of cluster galaxies, the enormous
color indexes between the bluest (UV) and the reddest (NIR)
filters makes standard aperture definition very inefficient.
The definition of an aperture for a galaxy in a cluster based
on a deep NIR band leads to an artificial deterioration of
the signal-to-noise in the bluest bands; an effect that di-
rectly impacts the overall photometric quality of the survey
and eventually underperforms any photo-z estimations.
Finally, as thoroughly discussed in Sections 3.4 & 4.4,
there is another (usually unnoticed) effect impacting the
quality of photo-z estimates in dense environments. An in-
accurate description of the photometric uncertainties in im-
ages, for both bright and faint detections, may cause a sig-
nificant bias in the redshift distribution of faint background
galaxies (n(z)) and an artificial deterioration of the photo-z
precision for high signal-to-noise galaxies.
Given the complexity of deriving accurate photometry
Figure 2. The figure illustrates how the detectability of faint
sources on dense environments can be compromised due to the
ICL+BCG signal. Faint galaxies from the UDF were injected in-
side our CLASH clusters. The fraction of detected galaxies was
compared before (red dots) and after (blue dots) modeling + sub-
tracting this BCL light. The cleaning processing served as much
to increase the detectability of sources as to improve the measured
colors of galaxies.
on massive galaxy clusters, the goal of this paper is to pro-
pose a new approach to improve the photometry of galaxies
in dense environments. This paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2 we describe the CLASH dataset utilized in this
work. The pipeline adopted here to derive accurate photom-
etry in clusters is presented through Section 3. This includes
the definition of new photometric apertures to enhance the
signal-to-noise of galaxies in the bluest filters, an efficient
subtraction of the ICL from images, a PSF-homogenization
of images based on empirical PSF-models and a discussion
about the importance of deriving accurate photometric un-
certainties when computing photometric upper-limits. Af-
terwards, the code utilized for photometric redshift estima-
tions is presented in Section 4, including a short discussion
about 1. the necessity of including an extra template to fully
cover the color-space of galaxies in clusters, 2. the observed
zero-point corrections required to match data and models,
3. the spectroscopic redshift sample used to characterize the
photo-z estimations, 4. the final performance obtained for
galaxies in clusters and 5. the impact of inaccurate pho-
tometric uncertainties when computing photo-z estimations
for high signal-to-noise galaxies. Finally, Section 5 is devoted
to the description of the photometric redshift catalogue and
Section 6 to the discussion of the final results and conclu-
sions.
Unless specified otherwise, all magnitudes here are pre-
sented in the AB system. We have adopted the cosmological
model provided by the Planck Collaboration et al. (2014)
with parameters H0 = 70 kms
−1 Mpc−1 and (ΩM , ΩΛ, ΩK)
= (0.315, 0.673, 0.00).
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Table 1. The CLASH galaxy cluster sample
Cluster < zs > R.A. DEC
[deg/J2000] [deg/J2000]
Abell 383 0.187 42.0141 -03.5293
Abell 209 0.209 22.9689 -13.6112
Abell 1423 0.213 179.3223 33.6109
Abell 2261 0.224 260.6134 32.1324
RXJ2129+0005 0.234 322.4165 00.0892
Abell 611 0.288 120.2367 36.0566
MS2137-2353 0.310 325.0631 -23.6611
RXJ1532.8+3021 0.345 233.2241 30.3498
RXJ2248-4431 0.348 342.1832 -44.5309
MACSJ1931-26 0.352 292.9561 -26.5758
MACSJ1115+0129 0.352 168.9663 01.4986
MACSJ1720+3536 0.387 260.0698 35.6073
MACSJ0429-02 0.399 67.4000 -02.8852
MACSJ0416 0.397 64.0356 -24.0733
MACSJ1206-08 0.439 181.5506 -08.8009
MACSJ0329-02 0.450 52.4232 -02.1962
RXJ1347-1145 0.450 206.8776 -11.7526
MACS1311 0.494 197.7575 -03.1777
MACSJ1423.8+2404 0.545 215.9490 24.0793
MACSJ1149 0.544 177.3980 22.3980
MACSJ0717 0.548 109.3880 37.7493
MACSJ2129+0005 0.570 322.3600 -07.6923
MACSJ0647 0.584 101.9620 70.2481
MACSJ0744+39 0.686 116.2200 39.4574
CLJ1226+3332 0.890 186.7427 33.5468
2 OBSERVATIONS
CLASH is a Multi-Cycle Treasury programe awarded with
524 HST orbits to image the cores of 25 massive galaxy clus-
ters at intermediate redshifts (see table 1). The observations
made use of both the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3; Kim-
ble et al. 2008) and the Advance Camera for Surveys (ACS;
Ford et al. 2003) on-board HST, as illustrated in Figure 3.
An optimized photometric filter system was selected for the
estimation of photometric redshifts, composed by 16 over-
lapping broad-bands, spanning a wavelength range from the
near-ultraviolet (2000A˚) to near-infrared (17000A˚): 4 filters
from the WFC3/UVIS, 5 from WFC3/IR camera and 7 from
ACS/WFC. With an averaged exposure time of ∼2500 sec
(1-2 orbits) per image (or 20 orbits per cluster if all filters
are included), the observations reach a typical photometric
depth of F814W=28.0 or F160W=26.5 (S/N>3).
Image reduction, alignment and co-adding was done
using the MosaicDrizzle pipeline (Koekemoer et al. 2003;
Koekemoer et al. 2011), where a final scale of 0.065 ”/pixel
was chosen for all the fields. Weight- & RMS-maps were also
computed and utilized during the photometric extraction of
sources and the local estimation of noise in images. The re-
duced images and weight-maps are available at MAST.2.
2 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/
Figure 3. The CLASH photometric filter system. It covers the
whole UV+Optical+NIR wavelength range combining 16 broad-
bands (BB) from 2 different cameras: 4 BB from WFC3/UVIS
(top), 7 BB from ACS/WFC (middle) and 5 BB from WFC3/NIR
(bottom).
3 MULTIBAND PHOTOMETRY.
This section is devoted to the explanation of how a multi-
band aperture-matched PSF-homogenized photometry has
been performed on all 25 clusters. In particular, in Sec-
tion 3.1 we discuss the convenience of adopting a different
set of apertures with respect to the ones typically utilized
for photo-z estimations, to improve the photometry of clus-
ter galaxies by enhancing the signal-to-noise at the shortest
wavelengths. In Section 3.2 the adopted approach to gen-
erate PSF-homogenized images across filters is introduced.
Section 3.3 describes the methodology applied to remove
the ICL from our images improving the overall photometric
quality. Finally, a precise recalibration of the photometric
uncertainties along with the estimation of accurate photo-
metric upper-limits for our photo-z estimations is discussed
through Sections 3.4 & 3.5.
3.1 Aperture photometry on clusters.
Standard aperture-matched photometry on massive galaxy
clusters (mainly dominated by early-types) does not pro-
vide as accurate photo-z estimations as for field galaxies.
When the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of an early-
type galaxy is simultaneously observed from the UV to the
NIR, it shows large color indexes (∆m >5 magnitudes). In
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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the case of the CLASH observations, cluster galaxies prac-
tically vanish in the shortest wavelengths (UV) while still
preserving a high signal-to-noise in the reddest (NIR) filters.
When a photometric aperture is defined for these galaxies
according to a deep NIR image and the aperture is trans-
ported to images with shorter wavelengths (shorter than the
λ < 4000A˚-break at rest-frame), the so-defined apertures are
systematically much larger than the entire galaxies. These
ill-defined apertures artificially reduce the signal-to-noise of
galaxies in the bluest filters (especially in the UV), mak-
ing the photometry enormously noisy and uncertain. This
issue is illustrated in the upper panel of Figure 4, where
a SExtractor AUTO aperture is overlaid on top of the
galaxy in three different filters (F336W/UV, F625W/OPT
& F110W/NIR). It is worth emphasizing that this effect
has nothing to do with differences in the PSF among im-
ages. It is a rather specific problem of early-type galax-
ies observed through a large wavelength range (as the one
adopted in CLASH). The fact that early-type galaxies usu-
ally represent a subdominant population in deep field galaxy
surveys (mainly dominated by late-type galaxies with mod-
erate color indexes), explains why standard aperture pho-
tometry generally yields more accurate photo-z estimations
than those obtained specifically in massive cluster fields.
In order to circumvent this situation and be able to
derive an enhanced photometry for cluster galaxies in the
bluest filters, we adopted a new set of photometric apertures.
On the one hand, we define total restricted apertures by
forcing SExtractor to define total (AUTO) magnitudes with
the smallest radius possible; i.e., setting the SExtractor
PHOT AUTOPARAMS3 parameter to a value of 1.0,1.0. These
restricted apertures have the advantage of integrating
most of the light from the galaxies while keeping a higher
signal-to-noise than the standard SExtractor AUTO magni-
tudes. This effect is illustrated in the lower panel of Figure
4, where the S/N of a galaxy within two photometric aper-
tures (AUTO & restricted) is compared in three different
filters. We preferred to adopt these restricted apertures
rather than the standard SExtractor ISO magnitudes since
the latter are more sensitive to small variations in the PSF
across images (see discussion in Section 3.2).
On the other hand, in order to integrate all light from
galaxies and be able to derive unbiased physical properties
(such as stellar masses, ages or metallicities), we decided to
include a secondary set of apertures. In this case, we defined
total moderate apertures by forcing SExtractor to define to-
tal (PETRO) magnitudes with apertures not larger than the
distance at which the signal-to-noise of galaxies drops to
zero in the detection images; i.e., setting the SExtractor
PHOT AUTOPARAMS parameter to a value of 2.0,1.0. These
apertures, similar to the standard SExtractor AUTO magni-
tudes but slightly smaller, served to integrate (almost) all
light from the galaxies while reducing potential contamina-
tions from neighboring galaxies. Figure 5 shows an exam-
ple of both sets of apertures (i.e., restricted & moderate)
adopted in this work.
3 The PHOT AUTOPARAMS serves to regulate the definition of an
elliptical aperture around every detection.
Figure 4. Photometric Apertures (I): Upper panel shows an ex-
ample of an inefficient photometric aperture for an early-type
galaxy. Apertures defined based on deep NIR images are system-
atically much larger than the galaxies in the shortest wavelengths.
This effect artificially reduces the signal-to-noise in those bands
what has a direct impact on the photo-z estimations. The effect
is illustrated in the lower panel where the signal-to-noise as a
function of the aperture radius is plot for an early-type galaxy in
three different bands (UV/purple, Optical/green and NIR/red).
Whereas standard SExtractor AUTO (total) apertures include all
light from galaxies, they provide a reduced signal-to-noise in the
shortest wavelengths. The effect can be mitigated adopting to-
tal restricted apertures which provide more accurate colors for
photo-z estimations.
As explained in Section 5, the final photometric cata-
logue includes both types of photometries derived on the 16
bands. In this work, total restricted magnitudes were used
for photo-z estimations (Section 4) whereas total moderate
magnitudes will be applied in a separate paper (Molino et
al., in prep.) to derive physical properties of cluster galaxies
(such as ages, metallicities, extinctions or stellar masses).
3.2 PSF Homogenization
In order to deal with the differences in the PSF among filters
and derive an accurate aperture-matched photometry, we
decided to homogenize the whole set of images to a common
PSF value. For the case of CLASH, we chose to bring it to
the broader PSF condition given by the WFC3/IR camera.
To do so, we relied on the IRAF psfmatch routine (Phillips
& Davis 1995) to compute the convolution between different
images. Basically, this routine computes an empirical kernel
between two PSF-models (one model from the original image
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 5. Photometric Apertures (II): in order to be able to de-
rive unbiased physical properties from the galaxies (such as stellar
masses, ages or metallicities), we also defined total moderate aper-
tures to integrate (almost) all light from the galaxies while reduc-
ing potential contamination from neighbors. The figure compares
the double-set of photometric apertures adopted in this work.
to be degraded and one model for the final PSF condition
to be reached) previous to the convolution process.
In order to execute the psfmatch routine, it was nec-
essary to generate PSF-models for every individual image4.
To achieve this goal, we carefully scanned the 25 clusters
seeking for high signal-to-noise stars. Each star was then
double-checked to assure that it was neither photometrically
saturated nor too close to another bright neighbor within a
25-pixel square box around the star (i.e., within the PSF-
model grid-size). Finally, the remaining sample of 131 stars
was combined and normalized in every band to produce the
PSF-models shown in the lower panel of Figure 6. A cer-
tain spatial and temporal PSF variability is expected for
the HST images, however since the IRAF psfmatch rou-
tine cannot handle more than a PSF-model per image, we
opted to build empirical “averaged” models combining stars
from different locations (always within the HST WFC3/IR
FoV) and from different epochs rather than using position-
dependent models (like Tiny-Tim; Krist 1993). Although a
δPSF < 3% scatter was observed based on this compila-
tion of stars, the photometric apertures adopted in this work
(Section 3.1) should be less sensitive to these small position-
dependent differences.
3.3 ICL subtraction.
Galaxies within the cores of massive cluster fields are im-
mersed in a fluctuating background signal mostly dominated
by the brightness of the BCG and the ICL. If this light is
not properly removed from images, it may seriously disrupt
4 These PSF-models are available at the following website:
https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/
Figure 6. To perform accurate aperture-matched photometry
across bands, we decided to bring all images to a common PSF
condition using the psfmatch routine from IRAF. To do so, we
selected a total of 131 stars within the WFC3/IR FoV from dif-
ferent clusters (top) to derived empirical PSF-models for every
filter (bottom).
the color of the galaxies deteriorating the performance of
photo-z estimations. In order to diminish this nuisance ef-
fect, in this work we decided to remove this additional signal
from our images previous to the computation of the pho-
tometry. To do so, we initially started using SExtractor to
derived background-maps directly from our images which
would be eventually subtracted from the former5. The fact
that the BCL light shows both large and small-scale struc-
ture made its modeling complicated since very smoothed-
maps may not account for the signal between close galaxies
and highly resolved-maps may over-subtract light from the
5 If requested SExtractor can compute background-maps from
images (CHECKIMAGE TYPE=BACKGROUND). These maps can be used
afterwards to generate background-free images.
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Figure 7. In this work we utilized the CHEFs software to de-
rive multi-wavelength ICL-maps per cluster. These maps were
removed from the images before performing the photometry. The
figure shows an example of this ICL cleaning for a group of small
galaxies in the A209 cluster.
brightest galaxies. After testing different configurations for
SExtractor, we concluded that in order to effectively remove
the BCL signal from the galaxies, we need to use aggressive
background configurations (deriving high resolution maps).
However this approach turned out not to be ideal since most
light from the brightest galaxies was unwillingly removed,
biasing the photometry of a large fraction of the galaxies.
For this reason, we decided to rely on the CHEFs soft-
ware (Jime´nez-Teja & Ben´ıtez 2012; Jime´nez-Teja et al.
2015; Jime´nez-Teja & Dupke 2016) instead which is one
of the state-of-the-art codes for galaxy modeling. Basically,
this software utilizes a library of Chebyshev-Fourier mathe-
matical functions in a non-parametric fashion to efficiently
model the light surface distribution of galaxies irrespec-
tive of their morphologies (we refer the interested reader
to the aforementioned papers for more details about the
software). In order to provide the CHEFs with a complete
list of sources to model (and remove) in every image, we
initially ran SExtractor on the deep NIR detection images
using an aggressive background configuration to detect as
many galaxies as possible. Based on the resulting source cat-
alogue, afterwards we ran the CHEFs on every science image
to model and subtract every detection. This process served
to compute ICL-maps per image and cluster6. Finally, these
ICL-maps were subtracted from the original images deriving
“background-free” images to be used for the final photom-
etry (Section 3.1). Figure 7 shows an example of this ICL
cleaning for a group of small galaxies in the A209 cluster.
3.4 Photometric Uncertainties (I)
It is known that SExtractor systematically underestimates
the photometric uncertainties of sources due to the fact that
science images (usually) undergo several processing steps
(dithering, degradation, stacking, registration, etc), which
introduces correlations between neighboring pixels. This cor-
relation makes the background noise different from a Pois-
sonian distribution and so the SExtractor uncertainties no
6 These multi-wavelength ICL-maps will be presented in a sepa-
rate paper
longer accurate (see Molino et al. 2014 for an extended dis-
cussion). Besides the estimation of the instrumental noise in
images, as stressed in Section 1, the original colors of galax-
ies embedded in massive clusters are expected to be altered
due to the presence of the BCL signal. Since this secondary
source of “noise” cannot be accounted by SExtractor, the
combination of both effects may lead to a severe underesti-
mation of the real photometric uncertainties.
In order to retrieve a robust photometry for CLASH,
we decided to explore up to what extend the uncertainties
reported by SExtractor were accurate and how much these
uncertainties may be reduced after the modeling and re-
moval of the ICL signal from images. To tackle these ques-
tions, we followed a similar approach as that presented in
Section 1 injecting galaxies from the UDF in our images
and quantifying how much the original magnitudes of these
galaxies would change simply because they were now ob-
served through a different background condition. It is worth
noting that the so-derived magnitude variations (input mi-
nus output) represent a direct and clean quantification of the
real photometric uncertainties taken place on our images.
Initially, we confirmed that the uncertainties reported
by SExtractor were accurate for images with a background
noise well-described by a Poisson distribution. To do so,
we utilized the mknoise routine from IRAF to background-
scaled the UDF image to the level of the CLASH depth
by adding Poisson noise; i.e., making the original magni-
tudes from the UDF galaxies as noisy as the galaxies in
the CLASH fields. On this new image, we ran SExtractor
in dual-image mode using the original UDF image for de-
tections (to prevent changes in the magnitudes due to dif-
ferences in the apertures), and compared the variation in
the SExtractor total (MAG AUTO) magnitudes (δm) with
the reported photometric uncertainties (MAGERR AUTO).
As seen in Figure 8, a good agreement was found between
uncertainties (dashed black line) and empirical magnitude
variations (grey solid line).
Later on, we repeated the same exercise but now in-
jecting the UDF galaxies in both the original and the new
“background-free” CLASH images (see Section 3.3). As seen
in Figure 8, the photometric bias induced by the clusters
(blue line) was always much larger than the uncertainties re-
ported by SExtractor. Although subtracting the ICL signal
served to quantitatively mitigate this difference (red line),
in both cases the reported uncertainties were severely un-
derestimated.
In the light of the previous results, we decided to rely on
an empirical approach similar to those followed by Casertano
et al. 2000; Labbe´ et al. 2003; Gawiser et al. 2006; Quadri
et al. 2007; Molino et al. 2014 or Nieves-Seoane et al. 2016
to correct the photometric uncertainties. Basically, the idea
behind these methods is the following: every detected object
by SExtractor in the detection image is masked out using
the SExtractor segmentation-map. Then ∼50.000 apertures
are thrown over the remaining (blank) area, measuring both
the enclosed signal and the RMS inside it. The procedure is
repeated for apertures in the 1-250 pixel range, correcting
appropriately by the total exposure time of the pixels be-
longing to them using the weight-maps. As a result we ob-
served two effects. Although the CLASH images were accu-
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Figure 8. To study the reliability of SExtractor deriving photo-
metric uncertainties, galaxies from the UDF were injected in our
images under different background conditions: instrumental back-
ground plus BCL (blue), instrumental background minus BCL
(red) & pure Poisson background (grey). The observed variation
of their original magnitudes (δm) as a function of a reference
magnitude (F160W) showed that the uncertainties reported by
SExtractor were only accurately described for the Poisson case,
but they were clearly underestimated for the CLASH images. As
expected, the ICL subtraction (red) quantitatively improved the
quality of our original photometry (blue).
rately described by a Poisson distribution on small scales, on
larger scales the RMS start departing from the SExtractor
expectations indicating the presence of correlations among
pixels. In order to quantify the importance of the ICL in this
analysis, we repeated the same exercise on the original im-
ages. As expected, in this case we observed an asymmetric
background signal enclosed within the apertures, becoming
specially intense for the reddest filters (NIR). This long tail
of positive values caused by the BCL, was making the noise
distribution in images no longer Gaussian.
3.5 Photometric Upper-limits
Photometric upper-limits represent the minimum detectable
signal from an astronomical image. These magnitudes are
important pieces of information when computing photo-z
estimations, serving as much to constrain the color-redshift
space (i.e., narrowing the posterior redshift probability dis-
tribution function) as to reduce the fraction of catastrophic
outliers (Section 4). By construction, an upper-limit depends
on the adopted photometric aperture (A), on the noise prop-
erties of images (σrms) and on the significance for the de-
tection to be considered real. These parameters are related
as shown in the following equation:
magn−σupp = −2.5 × log(n× σrms) + zpi (2)
where σrms denotes the 1-sigma interval estimated from
the noise distribution within a given aperture, n the number
Figure 9. Bias in the n(z) of background galaxies due to inaccu-
rate upper-limits. Mock catalogues for cluster galaxies at different
redshifts (vertical grey bar) were generated to explore the impact
of faulty upper-limits when computing photo-z estimates. As illus-
trated in the figure, underestimated photometric errors, leading
to overestimated upper-limits in the shortest wavelengths, were
forcing BPZ to favor high-z solutions due to a misclassification
between the Balmer and the Lyman-break. The bias causes an
accumulation of cluster galaxies at z>3 (vertical red bar).
of requested sigmas for the limiting magnitudes and zpi the
photometric zero-point.
Taking into account that upper-limits are noise-
dependent estimations, we investigated how inaccurate de-
scriptions of photometric uncertainties might affect its def-
inition. Based on equation 2, we initially compared the
expected differences in magnitude for our upper-limits if
they were derived assuming a Poisson-like behavior for the
background-noise (as SExtractor does) or using a rather
empirical estimation of it (see Section 3.4). To compute
these quantities, we calculated first the typical sizes of non-
detected galaxies in the bluest filters. To do so, we ran
SExtractor in dual-image mode on the F336W , F390W
& F435W images using the corresponding NIR-detection
image for both detections and aperture definitions. We ob-
served that galaxies with magnitudes m=99. (i.e., non de-
tected) had typical sizes of 10-70 pixels, with an average
value of ∼20 pixels. Converting these sizes into apertures, we
found a difference of δm=0.5 for galaxies as small as 8 pixels
or a δm=1.0 for galaxies as large as 16 pixels. As expected,
these differences decreased for smaller apertures since it is
precisely on the smallest-scales where the background-noise
recovers its Poisson distribution.
Assuming these numbers to be representative, we de-
signed a set of simulations to understand the impact of these
biased upper-limits on our photo-z estimates. To do so, we
generated mock catalogues simulating the red sequence of
a galaxy cluster at different a redshifts. Each sample, com-
posed by 500 galaxies, was perfectly reproducing as much
the colors of the BPZ early-type templates (Section 4) as the
magnitude selection function observed in our images. We
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perturbed the model magnitudes according to the real noise
of images but we set the photometric uncertainties accord-
ing to SExtractor. Finally, we derived (biased) upper-limits
for non-detected galaxies and re-ran BPZ.
We noticed that these faulty upper-limits were artifi-
cially increasing the spectral break of our simulated galaxies,
forcing BPZ to favor high-z solutions due to a misclassifica-
tion between the Balmer (4000A˚) and the Lyman (912A˚)
break. As illustrated in Figure 9, this effect was causing a
small fraction of the simulated cluster galaxies (vertical grey
bar) to be shifted at z>3.0, leading to an artificial excess
(small red peak) in the redshift distributions n(z). The frac-
tion of misclassified galaxies varied from 2% to 4% for galax-
ies with a δm=0.75 magnitudes or δm=1.0, respectively. It
is worth noting that this artificial peak had already been
reported in previous catalogues but the source of this signal
was unclear. The new definition of upper-limits adopted in
this work dramatically mitigates this problems, retrieving
more accurate distribution of background galaxies. Based
on what has been stated before, we conclude that this effect
should not be ignored for massive cluster fields as those of
CLASH. Photo-z estimates for non-detected faint galaxies
due to either the ICL or the proximity to a bright neighbor,
may be severely biased if their magnitudes are replaced by
faulty upper-limits.
4 BAYESIAN PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS.
We calculate photometric redshifts (photo-z) using an up-
dated version of the Bayesian Photometric Redshifts (BPZ)
code (Ben´ıtez 2000; Coe et al. 2006), which includes sev-
eral changes with respect to its original version (see Molino
et al. 2014, for more details). A new library composed of
six SED templates originally drawn from Projet d’E´tude
des GAlaxies par Synthe`se E´volutive (PEGASE: Fioc &
Rocca-Volmerange 1997) but then re-calibrated using FIRE-
WORKS photometry and spectroscopic redshifts (Wuyts et
al. 2008) to optimize its performance. In addition to these
basic six templates, four GRAphite and SILicate (GRASIL;
Panuzzo et al. 2005) and one starburst template have been
added. As explained in section 4.1, an additional early-type
template (EL1 in Figure 10) was required to fulfill the color-
space of the reddest cluster galaxies. Therefore, the library
used in this work includes six templates for elliptical galax-
ies, two for spiral galaxies and four for starburst galaxies
along with emission lines and dust extinction. The opac-
ity of the intergalactic medium was applied as described in
Madau (1995).
The BPZ2.0 also includes a new empirically derived
prior by the redshift distributions measured in the GOODS-
MUSIC (Santini et al. 2009), COSMOS (Scoville et al. 2007)
and UDF (Coe et al. 2006) catalogs. This prior has proved
to provide excellent results in deep field surveys (Molino et
al. 2014). However, since the cluster galaxies considered in
this work are (typically) clustered at certain redshift ranges
with peculiar magnitude distributions, we preferred to apply
a “flat” (rather than the standard luminosity-based) prior
on both galaxy type and redshift. A new empirical prior op-
timized for cluster galaxies will be presented in a separate
paper. Likewise, the BPZ2.0 provides either an estimation of
Figure 10. SED templates of early-type galaxies utilized in this
work. In order to fulfill the color-space of galaxies in clusters, it
was necessary to incorporate an additional template (EL1) to the
original library of BPZ2.0 for very red galaxies.
the galaxy stellar mass (obtained by applying the color-M/L
ratio relationship established by Taylor et al. 2011) and an
estimation of the absolute magnitudes according to the most
likely redshift and spectral-type per each galaxy.
We evaluate the performance of our photo-z estimates
using the normalized median absolute deviation (NMAD)
since it manages to get a stable estimate of the spread of
the core of photo-z distribution without being affected by
catastrophic errors making the photo-z error distribution to
depart from a pure Gaussian distribution. Along with the
scatter from the error distribution, it is also important to
control any systematic bias µ in the redshift distribution and
to quantify the fraction of (potential) catastrophic errors.
The NMAD is defined as:
σNMAD = 1.48×median( |δz −median(δz)|
1 + zs
) (3)
being zb the photometric redshift, zs the spectroscopic
redshift and δz=(zb−zs). In this work, we adopt the follow-
ing definition for catastrophic outliers:
η =
|δz|
1 + zs
> 5× σNMAD (4)
Among others factors, the photo-z precision depends on
the number of filters a galaxy is observed through (Ben´ıtez
et al. 2009). In order to define “homogeneous photo-z sam-
ples”, we selected only those galaxies falling within the area
covered by the 16 filters; i.e., within the WFC3/IR FoV.
Although this criterium may reduce the survey effective
area, it guarantees that the galaxies were observed under
similar circumstances (in terms of number of orbits and
wavelength coverage). Meanwhile, we decided to exclude the
UVIS/F225W & UVIS/F275W filters when running BPZ2.0.
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Although these filters might have served to break possible
redshift degeneracies, its limited depth was actually worsen-
ing as much the overall photo-z precision as the fraction of
catastrophic outliers.
4.1 An extension of the BPZ library of templates.
While characterizing the quality of our photo-z estimates,
we noticed that several cluster galaxies were retrieving un-
expectedly poor photo-z estimates (when compared to oth-
ers of similar magnitudes). In order to understand the ori-
gin of such dispersion, we ran BPZ2.0 again on the whole
spectroscopic sample (Section 4.2) but using this time the
“ONLY TYPE=yes” mode to redshift the entire library of
templates to the corresponding redshift and be able to com-
pare the predicted and the observed colors according to the
most likely template. When representing the color difference
between models and data as a function of the (previously
estimated) photo-z error, we found an (almost) linear rela-
tion between the two. This trend was indicating that several
galaxies with peculiar colors (outside to color-space covered
by the BPZ2.0 templates, see Figure 11) were retrieving un-
expectedly poor photo-z. It is worth noting that since BPZ2.0
has to converge to a solution, the only way for the code to
compensate such peculiar colors was to artificially shift the
library of templates up and down in redshift up to find a
solution minimizing the differences between data and mod-
els. This effect was causing the photo-z estimates to show a
rather large scatter around the cluster redshift.
To solve this issue, we used the template set of spec-
tral energy distributions (SEDs) of luminous red galaxies
(LRGs) from (Greisel et al. 2013)7 to identify a potential
new template capable to reproduce the observed colors of
these very red galaxies. In every cluster, we identified all
cluster galaxies outside the BPZ2.0 template color-space and
estimated the mean color of such population. Then we red-
shifted the library of LRG models to the cluster redshift,
computed their expected colors and kept the three templates
providing closer matches. After repeating the same exercise
for the 25 clusters, we ended up selecting the most favored
template (sedfit restframe z02 507.sed) and incorporat-
ing it to our library. After rerunning BPZ2.0 we noticed that
the new template was indeed improving the SED-fitting for
such galaxies (retrieving a lower χ2 value) and broadening
the spectral-type distribution of red galaxies in clusters and
that the photo-z error was considerably reduced. An in-
depth analysis of the physical properties of these galaxies
will be addressed in a separate paper, investigating the pos-
sibility of being dusty star-forming galaxies (Wolf, Gray, &
Meisenheimer 2005); a particular type of SED not included
in most libraries of galaxy models.
7 These models, specifically selected to match the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) colors at different redshift
bins, are generated by superposing model SEDs of composite stel-
lar populations (CSP) with a burst model, allowing both compo-
nents to be reddened by dust.
Figure 11. Example of the color-color diagram for both the
BPZ2.0 library of templates (squares) and galaxy colors (grey cir-
cles) for MACS0416. As seen in the image, it was necessary to
include a new redder template (EL1) to the original library for
the reddest galaxies in the clusters.
4.2 Performance on Cluster Members
In order to be able to characterize the final precision
achieved for our photo-z estimates, it was necessary to com-
pile a sample of galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts. The
CLASH survey has been awarded with 225h of time on the
Very Large Telescope (VLT) as a part of a ESO Large Pro-
gramme (CLASH-VLT; PI: Piero Rosati) using the Visible
Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS; Le Fe`vre et al. 2003)
to obtain spectroscopic follow-up for 2000-4000 galaxies (as
much cluster members as faint lensed galaxies) for each of
the 13 southern clusters over a 20-25 arcmin FoV (Rosati
et al. 2014). Spectroscopic targets were selected down to R
= 24 AB magnitude, with a color selection based on two or
three colors, which however is wide enough to include the full
range of galaxy. The success rate in measuring reliable red-
shifts is typically around 75%, averaged over all magnitudes
(R<24). The efficiency in recovering galaxy members varies
from 50% in the core to . 10% in the cluster outskirts (at
approximately two virial radii), and also depends on cluster
richness. We refer the reader to Balestra et al. (2016) for
a further explanation about the spectroscopic target selec-
tion. It is worth noting that although one of the four VIMOS
pointing was constantly locked on the cluster cores, allowing
long exposures on the lensed galaxies (between 30 minutes
and 4 hours), due to the complexity of allocating so many
slits inside the WFC3/FoV (∼1’), only a few hundredth ob-
jects in a limited number of clusters were available within
the innermost part of the CLASH clusters.
Along with the VLT data, in this paper we also collected
spectroscopic redshift measurements from the Grism Lens-
Amplified Survey from Space (GLASH; Schmidt et al. 2014;
Treu et al. 2015) and NASA/IPAD Extragalactic Database
(NED). A final sample of 382 spectroscopically confirmed
galaxies within the WFC3/FoV over the 25 CLASH clus-
ters was selected to estimate the performance of the CLASH
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Figure 12. In order to characterize the photo-z precision of our
photometry, we compiled a sample of 382 galaxies spectroscopi-
cally confirmed to be cluster members. This control sample covers
the entire 0.1 < z < 0.9 redshift range of the CLASH clusters
(main panel) and a range of 17 < F814W < 25 in magnitude
(inset panel).
photo-z estimations. This selection was made imposing two
criteria: 1. the galaxies had to be detected at least on 14
bands (out of 16) to guarantee a good sampling of their
SED and 2. the differences between the galaxy and the clus-
ter redshift had to be smaller than (or equal to) 0.01 (i.e.,
|zg-zcl| 6 0.01). As illustrated in Figure 12, this control
sample covers the entire 0.1 < z < 0.9 redshift range of the
CLASH clusters (< z >= 0.41) and a range in magnitude
of 17 < F814W < 25 (< m >= 21.3).
Based on this sample, our new photo-z estimates
reach an accuracy of dz/1+z ∼0.8% for galaxies brighter
than magnitude F814W<18, a dz/1+z ∼1.0% for galaxies
brighter than magnitude F814W<20, a dz/1+z ∼1.6% for
galaxies brighter than magnitude F814W<22 and a dz/1+z
∼2.0% for galaxies brighter than magnitude F814W<23.
Globally, this sample yields an accuracy of dz/1+z ∼2.0%
with an averaged magnitude < F814W >=21.3. The frac-
tion of catastrophic outliers is always below 3% except
for the faintest magnitude bin (23.5 < m < 24.5) where
the signal-to-noise of galaxies makes the photo-z estima-
tion more uncertain. In terms of the redshift, the sample
reaches an accuracy of dz/1+z ∼1.0% for galaxies at red-
shifts 0.1 < z < 0.3, of dz/1+z ∼2.2% for galaxies at red-
shifts 0.3 < z < 0.5 and of dz/1+z ∼2.4% for galaxies at
redshifts 0.5 < z < 0.7. These results are illustrated in Fig-
ure 13 & 14 and summarized in table 2. When this precision
is compared to that presented in J14, we find (almost) a
factor of two improvement at all magnitudes. As shown in
Figure 13, this improvement can be as high as a factor of
three for high signal-to-noise galaxies (F814W<20).
In order to verify that dz/1+z is representative for the
spectroscopic sample, the cumulative distribution of dz/1+z
is represented in Figure15. We observed that an additional
multiplicative factor (f ) needs to be applied to our esti-
Table 2. Comparison of the photometric redshift performance for
a spectroscopically confirmed sample of 428 cluster as a function
of both apparent magnitude in the F814W and redshift. Original
result from J14 are marked as σz,o.
F814W σz σz,o µz # η [%]
18.5 < m < 19.5 0.008 0.036 0.004 34 0.0
19.5 < m < 20.5 0.013 0.032 -0.001 60 0.0
20.5 < m < 21.5 0.016 0.030 0.000 105 0.9
21.5 < m < 22.5 0.020 0.044 0.008 86 1.2
22.5 < m < 23.5 0.022 0.051 0.013 63 3.2
zsp σz σz,o µz # η [%]
0.10 < z < 0.30 0.009 0.040 0.005 108 0.0
0.30 < z < 0.50 0.022 0.046 0.007 161 2.5
0.50 < z < 0.70 0.024 0.029 0.005 105 2.9
0.70 < z < 1.00 0.011 0.020 0.014 8 0.0
mates to retrieve the ∼64% and ∼90% of the photometric
redshifts within the formal 1σ and 2σ confidence interval,
respectively. The corrections, shown in Figure 15, indicate
that the photo-z accuracy is a bit underestimated (<0.5%)
at bright magnitudes and a bit overestimated (>0.5%) at
faint magnitudes. Table 2 includes the expected accuracy
for the CLASH photo-z with and without applying this ad-
ditional factor.
4.3 Photometric zero-point calibrations.
It is now customary for most groups deriving photo-z es-
timations to end up performing some sort of photometric
zero-point corrections on the input photometry. Although
they neatly improve the final photo-z performance (in terms
of both accuracy and fraction of outliers), the provenance
of these corrections is most times uncertain (see Molino
et al. 2014 for an in-depth discussion). Main explanations
range from systematic differences among colors of stars and
galaxies (to compensate unnoticed biases while performing
the multi-band photometry), systematic issues during the
data reduction process or as a consequence of faulty cali-
brations of galaxy models since different libraries typically
yield slightly different corrections.
When using template-based photo-z codes, it turns out
possible to compare the expected and the observed colors
(fluxes) for the galaxies. If the photometry is assumed to
be accurate, the library of models reliable (in terms of both
calibration and completeness) and the galaxy redshifts are
known (so the templates can be redshifted to those values),
the observed scatter between expected and measured colors
is supposed to be solely caused by the inherent photometric
noise in images. Since this background signal can be approx-
imated as a normal distribution with null mean (µ = 0),
the dispersion between colors (i.e., the ratio among fluxes)
is therefore expected to be also a normal distribution with
mean equal 1 (µ = 1) and a dispersion proportional to this
background noise. If that assumption applies, any statisti-
cal deviations (µ 6= 1) are assumed to be an instrumental
zero-point offset to be corrected.
In general, empirical galaxy templates are typically cal-
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Figure 13. The CLASH Photometric Redshift Accuracy for Cluster Members (I). Left: The figure compares the photometric redshift
performance, as a function of the real spectroscopic redshift values, derived in this work (red stars) with those from our previous pipeline
(J14, grey circles). This new photometry provides more accurate estimates reducing the typical observed scatter of cluster galaxies around
the cluster redshift. Right: The figure compares the photo-z error distribution function derived in this work (red) with that from our
previous pipeline (grey). This new photometry yields an overall precision of σz=0.020 (compared to the previous σz=0.042), representing
a factor two improvement.
Figure 14. The CLASH Photometric Redshift Accuracy for Cluster Members (II). Left: The figure compares the cumulative photometric
redshift accuracy for Cluster Members (σz), as a function of an apparent magnitude (F814W), achieved in this work (red) with that
from our previous pipeline (grey). This new photometry not only provides a higher overall precision at all magnitudes (an overall factor
of 2 or up to a factor of 4 at F814W=18) but also (an expected) meaningful distribution of values as a function of the signal-to-noise
(magnitude). Right: Similarly, the figure compares the cumulative photometric redshift accuracy for Cluster Members (σz), as a function
of the redshift, achieved in this work (red) with that from our previous pipeline (grey). Again, this new photometry not only provides a
higher precision at all redshift bins (an overall factor of 2 or up to a factor of 4 at z<0.3) but also a meaningful distribution of values as
the galaxies become statistically fainter at higher redshift.
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Figure 15. The CLASH Photometric Redshift Accuracy for
Cluster Members (III). The figure shows the cumulative photo-
z error distribution function for six different magnitude (upper)
and four redshift (lower) bins. Horizontal dashed grey lines corre-
spond to the ∼64% and ∼90% within the formal 1σ and 2σ con-
fidence interval, respectively. An additional multiplicative factor
(f ) is needed for the distributions to describe a Gaussian function.
These corrections may indicate that the photo-z precision may ei-
ther be a bit underestimated (< 0.5%) at bright magnitudes and
a bit overestimated (> 0.5%) at faint magnitudes.
ibrated (and tested) using large samples of galaxies at differ-
ent redshift and magnitude ranges. That is why these mod-
els provide accurate photo-z estimations on average. How-
ever, considering the reduced sample of galaxies with spec-
troscopic redshifts in the cores of our 25 clusters along with
their particular redshift distribution (galaxies clustered at
specific ranges), it turns out risky to try to systematically
re-calibrate the photometric zero-points for each cluster in-
dividually. There is no guarantee that the templates will
faithfully reproduce the colors of galaxies at a very specific
Figure 16. Magnitude corrections for the HST data (I). The
figure shows the magnitude corrections derived as a function of
wavelength from a sample of 1295 galaxies with known spectro-
scopic redshifts. The sample is divided in four groups: foreground
(green), cluster (red), background (blue) and all (black) galaxies.
A trend is observed for all types of galaxies indicating that NIR
magnitudes are systematically fainter than those expected by the
BPZ models.
redshift (see section 4.2). In those situations, the so-derived
corrections may certainly improve the photo-z precision for
a subsample of galaxies but they could artificially lead to
biases for other galaxies at different redshifts.
The photometric zero-point of an instrument is, by defi-
nition, the magnitude of an object that produces 1 count per
second (Sirianni et al. 2005). These instrumental quantities
are therefore independent of the observed targets. If there
was a real zero-point offset in a given dataset, it would in-
dicate that different galaxy populations might agree on the
corrections to be applied. In order to explore the need of
zero-point offset for our photometry, we followed a similar
approach as that presented in (Molino et al. 2014) where the
spectroscopic-z sample is divided in several categories ac-
cording to their colors, redshifts and magnitudes. Whereas
the first two analysis might flag issues with the library of
models, the last one might indicate issues with the photom-
etry.
Initially, we separated the whole sample among fore-
ground, cluster and background galaxies and re-estimated
offsets per each subsample. Since these populations mainly
correspond to different galaxy templates, finding similar off-
sets may indicate that the observed bias is not caused by
the library of models. It is worth recalling that the three
categories will include galaxies at different redshift ranges,
making the corrections less sensitive to particular template
calibration issues at specific redshifts8. As seen in Figure
8 The BPZ library of templates was calibrated using optical HST
data.
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Figure 17. Magnitude corrections for the HST data (II). The
same as in Figure 16 but dividing the sample in three magni-
tude bins: 17 <F814W< 21, (green), 21 <F814W< 23 (red) and
23 <F814W< 25 (blue). As before, it is observed a systematic
trend with wavelength showing a clear spread in magnitude where
fainter galaxies depart more from models.
Figure 18. Magnitude corrections for the HST data (III). The
same as in Figure 16 & 17 but dividing the sample in three redshift
bins: z< 0.3 (green), < 0.3 < z < 0.5 (red) and z> 0.5 (blue).
Once again, it is observed a systematic trend with wavelength
where high-z galaxies show a large deviation from expectations.
16, we observe a clear trend in the computed offsets as a
function of the wavelength, from the optical to the NIR,
indicating that galaxies are systematically fainter than ex-
pected by the models. Whereas this effect is barely observed
in the optical range (6000 < λ < 9000A˚), it becomes clearer
in the NIR (λ > 10000A˚). Although background galaxies
Figure 19. Magnitude corrections for the HST data (IV). The
same as in Figure 16, 17 & 18 but showing the magnitude cor-
rections derived after (black) and before (red) removing the BCL
signal from images. Once again, it is observed a systematic trend
with wavelength. Whereas the differences between data and mod-
els in the NIR were slightly reduced in this case, the magnitudes
in the optical were showing the opposite behavior.
(blue line) deviate more than other types in the NIR, the
three categories show the same pattern. Therefore, we think
this effect might not be assigned to the models.
Later on, we separated the sample in three similar-
size magnitude bins: 17 <F814W< 21, 21 <F814W< 23
& 23 <F814W< 25 and re-estimated the offsets. As before,
each subsample may include galaxies with different colors
and redshifts, making the offsets less sensitive to the library
of models. In this case, similar corrections might point to
the photometry as the main reason for the observed bias. As
seen in Figure 17, the average (black) line shows the same
trend although it is observed a clear spread in magnitude.
Whereas for bright galaxies the deviation is notably reduced
at all wavelengths, the effect is dramatically increased for the
faintest galaxies.
Finally, we separated the sample in different redshift
bins: z < 0.3, 0.3 < z < 0.5, z > 0.5 and re-estimated
the offsets. As in the former cases, although a certain color-
magnitude evolution is expected for the galaxies as a func-
tion of redshift, each subsample may include galaxies at dif-
ferent magnitudes and colors (cluster members and back-
ground galaxies), making the corrections less sensitive to
the models. As seen in Figure 18, we observe a similar re-
sult as that obtained when segregating the galaxies accord-
ing to their apparent magnitudes. Again, we observe the
same wavelength-dependent pattern in the data, where low-
z galaxies show a moderate bias at all wavelengths while
high-z galaxies seem to deviate more from the expectations.
This result is consistent with that obtained when dividing
galaxies per magnitude bins, since low-z galaxies will be (in
average) brighter than galaxies at high-z.
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As a complementary analysis, we investigated if the
background subtraction from images might be responsible
for those offsets. Initially, we restored the background-signal
removed by SExtractor from the galaxies and re-computed
the offsets. Unfortunately, this additional signal was inca-
pable to alleviate the tension between data and models. Sec-
ondly, we re-ran SExtractor without performing any back-
ground subtraction at all from the images. As illustrated in
Figure 19, although we observed in this case that the dif-
ferences between data and models in the NIR were slightly
reduced, the magnitudes in the optical were showing the
opposite behavior; i.e., increasing the tension between data
and models.
In the light of what has been presented above, there
seems to be several explanations. Perhaps the simplest one
would be due to inaccuracies during the PSF homogeniza-
tion of images. We observe that the offsets get worse at
shorter and longer wavelengths respect to the ACS/F775W
band which happens to have a sharper PSF than the WFC3.
Another interpretation may be a tension between the BPZ
models and data since the former does not include specif-
ically any physical evolution and the bias increases with
redshift. Finally, since the bias increases as decreases the
signal-to-noise of galaxies, there could be an instrumental
issue with the WFC3 camera where, at a faint count regime
and long wavelengths, the detector departs from linearity
not integrating as much photons as expected. Similar sys-
tematics have been reported from other modern astronomi-
cal imagers (Antilogus et al. (2014), Guyonnet et al. (2015)).
This scenario will be explored in a separate paper using the
data from the CANDELS (Grogin et al. (2011); Koekemoer
et al. (2011)) fields.
Irrespectively of the source of these offsets, it is im-
portant to emphasize that averaged zero-point corrections
(using the whole spectroscopic sample at once) may not im-
prove the overall quality of the CLASH photo-z, only bene-
fiting a fraction of the galaxies. Meanwhile, the photometric
redshift performance presented in Section 4.2 was estimated
after applying these empirical magnitude-dependent offsets
to the original photometry. It is worth noting that after im-
plementing these corrections, the overall photo-z precision
was dramatically improved. An example of the obtained
SED-fitting for an early-type cluster galaxy with the new
photometry is shown in Figure 20. Tables 3, 4 & 5 sum-
marize the observed magnitude offsets presented during this
section.
4.4 Photometric Uncertainties (II).
While checking the quality of our photo-z estimations, we
found an unexpectedly large fraction of catastrophic out-
liers (see Section 4) at bright magnitudes. We noticed that
several well-isolated early-type galaxies with high signal-
to-noise and secure photometry (according to SExtractor)
were getting completely wrong redshift estimates. After a
careful inspection of the PDF of each galaxy, we noticed
that usually the redshift distribution of these galaxies did
not even include the correct redshift value; i.e., suggesting
that the (real) redshift of the galaxy was incompatible with
the observed colors.
Figure 20. The figure shows an example of the obtained SED-
fitting for an early-type cluster galaxy with the new photome-
try derived in this work, where different wavelength ranges are
represented with different colors (UV/purple, Optical/green &
NIR/red). Inset panel shows the corresponding single-peak red-
shift probability distribution function P(z).
As discussed in Section 4.3, when using photo-z codes
based on model fitting, it becomes feasible to compare ex-
pected colors from models with real data if the redshift of
the galaxies in known beforehand. When these differences
are weighted by its corresponding photometric noise, the fi-
nal error distribution is supposed to be well-approximated
to a Gaussian function with mean equal to 1 irrespective of
the magnitude range. This simple comparison encodes the
level of agreement (or disagreement) between data, models
and photometric uncertainties. We discovered that due to
the fact that the photometric uncertainties were enormously
underestimated for those bright sources, the BPZ code was
unable to properly map out the entire redshift - spectral-
type (z-T) space when computing the likelihood. Causing
the analysis to stack in a relative (not necessarily an abso-
lute) minimum. When projected in redshift-space (marginal-
izing over types), this effect was causing the resulting p(z)
to be (generally) unimodal but placed at the wrong posi-
tion. Importantly, this faulty unimodal p(z) was artificially
making the Odds parameter from the BPZ to be high (mean-
ing high confidence) but with a completely wrong redshift,
making unfeasible to rely on this parameter to select accu-
rate and reliable samples. This is the reason why in J14 was
not possible to reliable isolate accurate photo-z estimates for
bright cluster galaxies using the Odds parameter. This effect
is illustrated in the Figure 21 where we show the PDF of
a cluster galaxy and the 3×σz interval around the cluster
redshift.
In order to circumvent this problem, it was necessary
to add an additional noise term in quadrature to the pho-
tometric uncertainties in every band to make the aforemen-
tioned distributions to compensate the differences between
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Figure 21. Example of a faulty unimodal p(z) for a bright galaxy.
Underestimated uncertainties were preventing the BPZ code to
fully map out the z-T space, causing the likelihood to stack in
a relative (nor necessarily an absolute) minimum. These biased
single-peak distributions were artificially making the Odds param-
eter to be high (large confidence) despite of the wrong photo-z
estimates. The problem was circumvented after adding an addi-
tional term in quadrature to the photometric uncertainties.
models and data. The noise terms were derived using all
the spectroscopically confirmed cluster galaxies with mag-
nitudes brighter than F814W<20. The exact nature of this
excess noise (or uncertainty) is unclear but reflects the fact
that the dominant error for these bright objects in no longer
Poisson noise. It may be due to non-reported systematics
when computing our photometry (such as imperfect PSF-
homogenization) or a tension between data and models at
very high signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., an imperfect library of
galaxy models) as discussed in Coe et al. (2006).
5 PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT CATALOGUE
We have run BPZ on this new CLASH photometry to gener-
ate a new photometric redshift catalogue for the 25 CLASH
massive galaxy clusters. The catalogue, described in this sec-
tion, includes both astrometric, morphologic, photometric
and photo-z information for all detected sources in an NIR
detection image (e.g., a weighted sum of WFC3/IR images:
F105W, F110W, F125W, F140W, F160W).
Unique IDs are given to every detection accord-
ing to the detection image and the cluster field from
which its was detected following the next criteria: ID =
clash clj1226 nir 0001 stands for clash (HST programme)
+ clj1226 (galaxy cluster) + nir (photometric aperture
defined according to the NIR detection image) + 0001 (SEx-
tractor ID). Both astrometric and geometrical information
is therefore derived from its corresponding NIR detection
image. The catalogue includes several parameters regard-
ing both astrometric and morphological information from
sources: celestial coordinates (RA,Dec) in the J2000 system,
physical position on the CCD (X,Y), photometric aperture
size (AREA), compactness (FWHM), the signal-to-noise (s2n)
defined as SExt FLUX AUTO/SExt FLUXERR AUTO
on the detection image, standard SExtractor photomet-
ric Flags (photoflag), the number of filters a source
was observed (nfobs) and detected (nfd), a point-
source flag (PointS), basic shape parameters (a, b &
theta), the signal subtracted as Background (Backg),
Kron apertures (rk), fraction-of-light radii (rf), Petrosian
apertures (rp), celestial coordinates of cluster’s BCG
(BCG pos RA, BCG pos Dec) and a projected physical dis-
tance (PhyDistBCG) from each detection to the cluster BCG
in units of Mpc.
The catalogue contains a double photometry (as ex-
plained in Section 3.1) where magnitudes (& uncertainties)
are named according to the effective filter wavelength, the
camera and the adopted photometric aperture. Here we
present a few examples: F225W WFC3 PHOTOZ corresponds to
the AB magnitudes for the F225W filter onboard the WFC3
camera. PHOTOZ refers to the total restricted apertures
used to derive photo-z estimations (Section 3.1). Likewise,
F225W WFC3 MASS corresponds to the AB magnitudes for the
F225W filter where MASS corresponds to the total moderate
apertures used to derive absolute magnitudes and stellar
masses. Photometric uncertainties take the same name (as
magnitudes) but adding the prefix “d”: dF225W WFC3 PHOTOZ
& dF225W WFC3 MASS. For both sets of magnitudes, photo-
metric uncertainties are empirically corrected (Section 3.4
& 4.4) in all the 16 bands. Whenever a source was not de-
tected, its magnitude was set to 99. and its photometric un-
certainty replaced by a 3-σ upper limit (Section 3.5) suitable
for BPZ. Magnitudes are corrected from galactic extinction
using Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998).
The best photometric redshift estimate for every source
is zb. Additionally, zb min and zb max represent the lower
and upper limits for the first peak within a 1σ interval.
Spectral-type classification is given by t b where its number
refers to the selected template as indicated in Figure 4. Odds
gives the amount of redshift probability enclosed around
the main peak and Chi2 the reduced chi-squared from the
comparison between observed and predicted fluxes according
to the selected template and redshift. Likewise, the cluster
redshift in every field is also included (clusterz). An esti-
mation of each detection stellar mass content (in units of
log10(M)) is given by Stell Mass. Absolute magnitudes
in the Johnson B-band (M B) are estimated for each detec-
tion according to its most likely redshift and spectral-type
from the BPZ code.
In order to properly estimate stellar masses and abso-
lute magnitudes for the background galaxies, the catalogue
contains an estimate of the expected magnification due to
the gravitational lensing effect. These estimates (mu lens)
and its uncertainties (dmu lens) are computed from the mass
models derived by Zitrin et al. (2015) using the photometric
apertures defined in section 3.1 and a 1-σ interval around
the most likely redshift. A secondary estimation of both
the stellar mass and the absolute magnitudes (M B LensCor
& Stell Mass LensCor) is derived for all galaxies correct-
ing for the expected magnification at that position. Finally,
the catalogue includes a compilation of 1257 spectroscopic
redshifts within the WFC3 FoV, indicating the exact val-
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ues (specz value), the references to the observational pro-
gramme (specz refer) and the corresponding quality-flags
(specz qual).
This new photometric redshift catalogue along
with additional value-added products (such as PSF-
models or redshift PDFs) can be reached from the
Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) archive:
https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/.
6 SUMMARY
In this paper we have thoroughly discussed the complexity of
deriving accurate colors for galaxies in dense environments
and presented a new photometric pipeline for the CLASH
survey capable to retrieve precise photometric redshift esti-
mates for galaxies in massive galaxy clusters. The photo-z
catalogue presented in this work represents (almost) a factor
of 2 improvement in the photo-z quality with respect to the
results presented in J14 (or up to a factor of 5 for galax-
ies with a magnitude F814W<20). We have processed the
entire CLASH dataset with this new pipeline. This dataset
is composed of 16-filter HST imaging (0.2 - 1.7 µm) of 25
massive galaxy clusters of 0.1<z<0.9.
Main differences with respect to our previous pipeline
are 1. the definition of a new set of photometric apertures
(restricted & moderate) to enhance the signal-to-noise of
cluster galaxies in the bluest filters, 2. a PSF homogeniza-
tion of images based on empirical PSF-models, 3. an efficient
subtraction of the ICL signal from images to restore the orig-
inal colors of galaxies, 4. an empirical re-estimation of photo-
metric uncertainties in images, 5. an improved definition of
photometric upper-limits fixing a previously unnoticed bias
in the redshift distribution (n(z)) of background galaxies, 6.
the extension of the BPZ library of templates to be able to re-
produce the extreme colors of several cluster galaxies and 7.
a recalibration of photometric uncertainties for very bright
galaxies fixing another previously unnoticed bias affecting
the photo-z quality of bright galaxies with high Odds.
We have computed and quantified the accuracy reached
by our new photo-z pipeline. Based on a control sample of
382 cluster galaxies spread over the 25 clusters, these photo-
z estimates reach a precision of dz/1+z ∼0.8% for galaxies
with a magnitude F814W<18, a dz/1+z ∼1.0% for galax-
ies with F814W<20 or a dz/1+z ∼2.0% for galaxies with
F814W<23. According to the spectroscopic sample used in
this work (see Section 4.2), the overall precision is dz/1+z
∼2.0%, negligible bias (µ=0.004) and a fraction of catas-
trophic outliers always below 3% except for the faintest
magnitude bin (23.5 < m < 24.5) where the signal-to-noise
of galaxies makes the photo-z estimations more uncertain.
Finally, it is worth recalling that these numbers have been
derived using a bright (< F814W > 21.3) sample of spectro-
scopic galaxies. Therefore, its extrapolation to the faintest
galaxies may be done with caution due to unwilling selection
functions. As emphasized in this work, these results repre-
sent an overall factor 2 improvement for the CLASH photo-z
(or up to a factor of 4 for very bright galaxies) with respect
to our results presented in J14. Meanwhile, this new pho-
tometry not only provides an overall higher precision at all
magnitudes and redshift ranges, with respect to our previous
pipeline, but also yields an expected dependence between
the photo-z precision and the signal-to-noise of galaxies, not
observed in our previous version. Therefore, the results pre-
sented in this work partially alleviates the previous tension
between the expected performance for the CLASH photo-z
reported in P12 and the results presented in J14.
As throughly discussed in Section 4.3, we have discov-
ered a significant tension between the NIR colors predicted
by the BPZ models and those observed in real data. For the
reddest filter (F160W) and faintest galaxies, the observed
magnitude offsets suggest that galaxies in the NIR are sys-
tematically (up to ∼0.08) fainter than expected. When this
effect is accounted for the overall photo-z precision is dra-
matically improved.
We have run BPZ2.0 on this new CLASH photometry
to generate a new photometric redshift catalogue for the
25 CLASH massive galaxy clusters. The catalogue includes
astrometric, morphologic, photometric and photometric-
redshift information along with an estimate of the demag-
nified stellar mass (M B LensCor) and absolute magnitudes
(Stell Mass LensCor) for all detected sources in a NIR
detection image (e.g., a weighted sum of WFC3/IR im-
ages: F105W, F110W, F125W, F140W, F160W). Based on
this improved photometry and photo-z estimations, accu-
rate redshift probability distribution functions (PDFs) are
derived and used to carry out membership analysis in all
the 25 clusters. The analysis, presented in a separate paper
(Molino et al., in prep), finds >3500 cluster member candi-
dates down to a magnitude MB < −13. This sample enables
the characterization of the physical properties of the faintest
cluster galaxies in the CLASH fields.
Finally, it is worth recalling that photo-z codes are very
sensitive tools to the quality of the input photometry. In the
era of large photometric redshift surveys a special effort must
be taken in the derivation of accurate and homogeneous pho-
tometric datasets. The analysis techniques developed here
will be useful in other surveys of crowded fields, including
the Frontier Fields, surveys carried out with JWST, DES
(Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2016), Euclid (Re-
fregier et al. 2010) or for the new generation of multi-narrow
band photometric redshift surveys such as, for example, the
Javalambre-Physics of the Accelerated Universe Astrophysi-
cal Survey (J-PAS; Ben´ıtez et al. 2014) aiming at measuring
extremely precise (dz/1+z∼0.3%) photometric redshifts on
hundreds of thousands of galaxy clusters and groups (Ascaso
et al. 2016).
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Table 1. The CLASH photometric redshift catalogs.
COLUMN PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
1 CLASH ID CLASH Object ID Number
2 ClusterName CLASH Cluster Name
3 RA Right Ascension in decimal degrees [J2000]
4 DEC Declination in decimal degrees [J2000]
5 XX x-pixel coordinate
6 YY y-pixel coordinate
7 AREA Isophotal aperture area (pixels)
8 FWHM Full width at half maximum (arcsec)
9 s2n Signal-to-Noise on (NIR) detection image
10 PhotoFlag SExtractor Photometric Flag
11 nfo Number Filters Observed (out of 16)
12 nfd Number Filters Detected (out of 16)
13 PointS Potential Point-Source [0: extended, 1: candidate]
14 THETA Position Angle (CCW/x)
15 a Profile RMS along major axis (pixels)
16 b Profile RMS along minor axis (pixels)
17 Backg Background-signal subtracted from detections
18 RK Kron apertures in units of A or B (pixels)
19 RF Fraction-of-light radii (pixels)
20 RP Petrosian radii (pixels)
21 BCG pos RA Right Ascension for the BCG in decimal degrees [J2000]
22 BCG pos Dec Declination for the BCG in decimal degrees [J2000]
23 PhyDistBCG Projected Physical Distance to BCG (Mpc)
24 F225W WFC3 PHOTOZ F225W/WFC3 “restricted” magnitude (AB); best for photo-z
25 dF225W WFC3 PHOTOZ F225W/WFC3 “restricted” magnitude uncertainty (AB); best for photo-z
26 F225W WFC3 MASS F225W/WFC3 “moderated” magnitude (AB); best for stellar mass
27 dF225W WFC3 MASS F225W/WFC3 “moderated” magnitude uncertainty (AB); best for stellar mass
.... ............ ...............
40 F435W ACS PHOTOZ F435W/ACS “restricted” magnitude (AB) best for photo-z
41 dF435W ACS PHOTOZ F435W/ACS “restricted” magnitude uncertainty (AB) best for photo-z
42 F435W ACS MASS F435W/ACS “moderated” magnitude (AB) best for stellar mass
43 dF435W ACS MASS F435W/ACS “moderated” magnitude uncertainty (AB) best for stellar mass
.... ............ ...............
68 F105W WFC3 PHOTOZ F105W/WFC3 “restricted” magnitude (AB) best for photo-z
69 dF105W WFC3 PHOTOZ F105W/WFC3 “restricted” magnitude uncertainty (AB) best for photo-z
70 F105W WFC3 MASS F105W/WFC3 “moderated” magnitude (AB) best for stellar mass
71 dF105W WFC3 MASS F105W/WFC3 “moderated” magnitude uncertainty (AB) best for stellar mass
.... ............ ...............
88 clusterz Cluster Redshift
89 zb BPZ most likely redshift
90 zb min Lower limit (95p confidence)
91 zb max Upper limit (95p confidence)
92 tb BPZ most likely spectral type
93 Odds P(z) contained within zb +/- 2*0.03*(1+z)
94 Chi2 Poorness of BPZ fit: observed vs. model fluxes
95 M B Absolute Magnitude in the B Johnson band [AB]
96 Stell Mass Stellar Mass (log10(M))
97 F814W ACS MASS LensCor Lensing-corrected F814W ACS MASS magnitude
98 MB LensCor Lensing-corrected Absolute Magnitude [AB] (B Johnson)
99 Stell Mass LensCor Lensing-corrected Stellar Mass (log10(M))
100 specz value Spectroscopic Redshift [-99 if unknown]
101 specz refer Reference for the Spectroscopic Redshift
102 specz qual Quality of the Spectroscopic Redshift [0:secure, 1:likely, 2: unsure]
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Table 2. CLASH photometric filter system. The table includes
the filter effective wavelengths (λeff ), the filter widths (FWHM),
the averaged limiting magnitudes (mlim) measured in 3” circular
apertures and a 5-σ significance and the averaged exposure time
per each filter.
FILTER/ λeff FWHM 〈m(3”)lim 〉 <Time>
CAMERA [A˚] [A˚] (5-σ)
UltraViolet
F225W/WFC3 2414.5 67.7 26.4 3558
F275W/WFC3 2750.3 88.7 26.5 3653
F336W/WFC3 3381.2 203.6 26.6 2348
F390W/WFC3 3956.4 526.9 27.2 2350
Optical
F435W/ACS 4365.2 203.3 27.2 1984
F475W/ACS 4842.5 318.7 27.6 1994
F606W/ACS 6104.6 809.9 27.6 1975
F625W/ACS 6374.6 546.0 27.2 2022
F775W/ACS 7755.2 603.0 27.0 2022
F814W/ACS 8454.5 2366.4 27.7 4103
F850LP/ACS 9140.7 388.4 27.7 4045
Near-Infrarred
F105W/WFC3 11923.1 2818.5 27.3 2645
F110W/WFC3 12249.8 4594.5 27.8 2415
F125W/WFC3 12610.5 2844.4 27.2 2425
F140W/WFC3 14153.4 4010.0 27.4 2342
F160W/WFC3 15523.4 2855.5 27.5 4920
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Table 3. Photometric zero-point offsets (I). The table includes the observed magnitude offsets and errors as much for three different fam-
ilies of objects (foreground, cluster and background galaxies) as for the total (Global) sample. Values are normalized to the ACS/F775W
filter. The number of galaxies utilized in every bin (#) are indicated in the bottom part of the table.
FILTER Foreground Cluster Background Global
F435W -0.05 ± 0.09 -0.15 ± 0.14 -0.16 ± 0.14 -0.14 ± 0.13
F475W -0.08 ± 0.05 -0.10 ± 0.08 -0.12 ± 0.09 -0.11 ± 0.08
F606W -0.01 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.05 -0.03 ± 0.07 -0.01 ± 0.06
F625W -0.01 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.05 -0.01 ± 0.10 0.00 ± 0.07
F775W 0.00 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.08 0.00 ± 0.06
F814W -0.01 ± 0.03 0.00 ± 0.04 -0.02 ± 0.07 -0.01 ± 0.05
F850LP 0.01 ± 0.04 -0.01 ± 0.03 -0.01 ± 0.08 -0.02 ± 0.05
F105W -0.02 ± 0.02 -0.03 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.05 -0.03 ± 0.03
F110W -0.03 ± 0.03 -0.04 ± 0.02 -0.04 ± 0.04 -0.04 ± 0.03
F125W -0.07 ± 0.02 -0.07 ± 0.01 -0.08 ± 0.03 -0.08 ± 0.02
F140W -0.07 ± 0.01 -0.07 ± 0.01 -0.10 ± 0.02 -0.09 ± 0.01
F160W -0.06 ± 0.02 -0.06 ± 0.02 -0.12 ± 0.03 -0.09 ± 0.02
Sample 99 561 635 1295
Table 4. Photometric zero-point offsets (II). Same as in the previous table but dividing the global sample in three different magnitude
(F814W) bins.
FILTER 17 < mF814W < 21 21 < mF814W < 23 23 < mF814W < 25 Global
F435W -0.08 ± 0.07 -0.09 ± 0.07 -0.12 ± 0.06 -0.14 ± 0.13
F475W -0.06 ± 0.04 -0.07 ± 0.07 -0.11 ± 0.06 -0.11 ± 0.08
F606W -0.01 ± 0.03 -0.02 ± 0.05 -0.02 ± 0.04 -0.01 ± 0.06
F625W 0.00 ± 0.03 -0.00 ± 0.05 -0.01 ± 0.06 -0.00 ± 0.07
F775W 0.00 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.06
F814W 0.01 ± 0.02 -0.01 ± 0.03 -0.02 ± 0.04 -0.01 ± 0.05
F850LP 0.01 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.03 -0.02 ± 0.05 -0.02 ± 0.05
F105W -0.01 ± 0.02 -0.03 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.04 -0.03 ± 0.03
F110W -0.02 ± 0.01 -0.05 ± 0.02 -0.05 ± 0.03 -0.04 ± 0.03
F125W -0.04 ± 0.01 -0.08 ± 0.02 -0.10 ± 0.03 -0.08 ± 0.02
F140W -0.03 ± 0.02 -0.09 ± 0.02 -0.12 ± 0.03 -0.09 ± 0.01
F160W 0.00 ± 0.03 -0.08 ± 0.03 -0.14 ± 0.05 -0.09 ± 0.02
Sample 207 337 351 1295
Table 5. Photometric zero-point offsets (III). Same as in previous tables but dividing the global sample in three different redshift bins.
FILTER zs < 0.3 0.3 < zs < 0.5 zs > 0.5 Global
F435W -0.04 ± 0.04 -0.07 ± 0.06 -0.09 ± 0.05 -0.14 ± 0.13
F475W -0.04 ± 0.03 -0.07 ± 0.06 -0.08 ± 0.07 -0.11 ± 0.08
F606W 0.02 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.03 -0.02 ± 0.04 -0.01 ± 0.06
F625W 0.01 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.06 0.00 ± 0.07
F775W 0.00 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.03 0.00 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.06
F814W 0.01 ± 0.02 -0.00 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.04 -0.01 ± 0.05
F850LP 0.01 ± 0.02 -0.01 ± 0.02 -0.01 ± 0.03 -0.02 ± 0.05
F105W -0.00 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.03 -0.03 ± 0.03
F110W -0.01 ± 0.02 -0.04 ± 0.02 -0.04 ± 0.03 -0.04 ± 0.03
F125W -0.03 ± 0.01 -0.06 ± 0.02 -0.08 ± 0.02 -0.08 ± 0.02
F140W -0.00 ± 0.03 -0.07 ± 0.02 -0.10 ± 0.03 -0.09 ± 0.01
F160W -0.00 ± 0.03 -0.04 ± 0.03 -0.10 ± 0.03 -0.09 ± 0.02
# 91 945 259 1295
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